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Bobol as a Transhistorical Cultural Logic
The Coloniality of Corruption in Trinidad
DYLAN KERRIGAN

Introduction
1

Is there a historical line to
be drawn from the colonial political power derived from Enlightenment
ideas of race, class and gender hierarchies to modern elites and general
publics in nations geographically far away from Europe?2 This article describes
and documents one type of socio-political power in Trinidad called bobol. It
illustrates that some people understand bobol as white-collar crime, others as
everyday corruption, still others as a range of different social actions, from
the rebellious and destructive, to the efficient and culturally legitimate. It
discusses these cultural ideas and logics within a context of postcolonialism as
a failed experiment of self-determination and national sovereignty, where culturalism triumphed over structural change, and state and private institutions
tended toward a general lack of transparency, accountability, efficiency and
punishment.3 Finally, the essay also considers how colonial political institutions
possess ontological distinctions, localised epistemologies and cultural logics
that perhaps encourage particular postcolonial social and cultural behaviours.
That is to say, as many ethnographies of everyday corruption from around
the world suggest, unique transhistorical, economic and social structures and
forces shape local techniques and cultures of resourcefulness.4 In this sense,
talk and lyrics as texts5 on corruption are discursive transhistorical connections
between colonialism and neo-colonialism, and suggest how bobol as a
political power is represented and reflected from below.
WHAT IS POLITICAL POWER UNDER RACIAL CAPITALISM?

Bobol in Trinidadian discourse

In Lise Winer’s comprehensive Dictionary of the English/Creole of Trinidad &
Tobago, the entry for bobol reads:
© 2020 THE UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST INDIES
DOI: 10.1080/00086495.2020.1759231
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Bobol, bubol, boboll, bubbul N Graft: corruption; fraud; embezzlement. [ˈbʌbɔːl]
(south central Zoombo Kikongo lu-bubulu ‘corruption’; Kikongo bubula ‘become
corrupt’; go rancid) (Northern Angola).6

Winer’s dictionary entry provides further evidence of the word bobol as
language-in-use circulating and recruited widely in talk across time and
cultures in Trinidad from as far back as 1907.
In Trinidad, bobol is spoken of in conversations, in radio chat shows, in
everyday situations, by politicians, and on the news. For example, during
Good Friday mass at Our Lady of Perpetual Help Church on 13 October
2013, Archbishop Joseph Harris said, “Deliver us an end to bobol and
corrupt practices”,7 and on 6 November 2013, the current prime minister
Keith Rowley implored the nation to “avoid bobol”.8
Senator Anthony Vieira also raised the issue of bobol in the Trinidad and
Tobago senate in 2014:
I would like to begin my contribution by talking about “bobol”. “Bobol” is a word
that is indigenous to Trinidad and Tobago. “Bobol” is defined in the Trinidad and
Tobago Dictionary Cote Ce, Cote La as: “Several persons involved in scheme and
covering for each other. Financial scandal.” In the Dictionary of Caribbean English
Usage the word bobol is defined as “fraud and corrupt practices, usually on some
scale by well-placed persons in authority in a company or in governmental
administration”. To be “in bobol” or to “make bobol” is to be profitably involved in
a network of fraud, usually of a company or government official in collusion with
others . . . Trinidad and Tobago has been described as a land of “bobol”. Indeed,
“bobol” and corruption are like a cancer causing social and economic injustice and
discontent.9

Theoretical framework

The two-island nation-state Trinidad and Tobago was granted independence
from Britain in 1962 and became the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago in
1976. The population today is approximately 1.37 million people. The three
main demographic groups are: Indo (37.6%), Afro (36.3%) and mixed
(24.2%). This ethnic diversity reflects its colonial history of slavery, indentureship
and migration under racial capitalism.
For J.P. Olivier de Sardan, one way to look at the emergence and continued
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salience of corruption in ex-colonies is to examine the cultural outcomes and
behavioural logics produced as a consequence of the cultural syncretism of
colonialist, postcolonialist and pre-colonial realities. To do this he proposes
various behavioural logics that are “profoundly engrained in current social
life”10 in Africa. These logics include: negotiation, solidarity networks,
predatory authority, gift-giving, and redistributive accumulation.11 De Sardan
proposes that each, often in combination with others, helps to explain how
and why corruption in Africa can seem banal and everyday. His proposition
is that such cultural logics shape the behaviour of local actors. In this sense,
they provide cultural codes, “which allow a justification of corruption by
those who practise it (and who do not necessarily consider, quite the contrary,
it to be such) and an anchorage of corruption as banal everyday practice”.12
The suggestion in this article is that certain syncretic behavioural logics,
such as those identified by de Sardan, develop transhistorically, and they
“influence the practices of corruption”.13 Recognising why corruption in excolonies like Trinidad and Tobago may find a “favourable ground for its
extension and generalisation, in short for its banalisation”,14 may help us to
understand the intergenerational persistence of corruption and its causes,
consequences, and culture. As Stuart Hall once observed, “Reality exists
outside language, but it is constantly mediated by and through language: and
what we can know and say has to be produced in and through discourse.”15
The key premise of the article is that in the context of the coloniality of
power,16 Caribbean studies have not sufficiently engaged with the phenomenology of corruption in ex-Caribbean colonies. This is not to say that
corruption has not been studied in surveys or thought about in critical and
creative ways.17 Rather, it is to suggest that by including humanistic, transhistorical, cultural, political and socioeconomic contexts, qualitative insights
improve our overall understanding of how crime functions as social action
and a racialised system of control, under capitalism.18 The article also
provides conceptual connections, via discourse and language-in-use, about
the intergenerational persistence of crime, that can be made between the
corrupt power at the heart of colonialism and forms of corruption found
today that have been erased by colonial amnesia, shallow culturalism and
thin representations of human behaviour.19
David Friedrichs described how the Caribbean was established through
state-organised crime, or state-corporate crime.20 In this sense, the conquest
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of the New World was a function of the greed and control of European elites
and their state-led conquests and settler-colonialism. As such, elite corruption
and political “white”-collar crimes were widely diffused regionally and are
enduring features of Caribbean political history.21 In the Caribbean,
governmental crime and state-led criminality, in its various manifestations,
shape and influence the environment within which local political cultures
develop and conventional crime occurs. Conceptually, one way to think
about this from Western Enlightenment thought is to recognise Jean-Jacques
Rousseau’s cautions about the growth of wealth and the consequences of
increasing inequality, and that human material progress correlates with
corruption.22
Bobol is suggested as a discursive connection between political power in
colonialism and in the neo-colonial present, to support this claim that the
corruption of elites in the past shapes conditions for a culture of politics that,
over time, feeds the wider society. As de Sardan in his anthropological work
on Africa stated, describing the development and “cultural embeddedness” of
a “corruption complex” and “moral economy of corruption”: “The process of
state-apparatus building during the twentieth century, a process that is far
from being achieved, is obviously fundamental not only for the production
of corruption itself but also for the production of a cultural embeddedness of
corruption.”23
Methodology

Research data was collected between 2013 and 2017 from local fieldwork
observations, various archival and secondary sources, and forty-six semistructured interviews conducted in the evening with commuters travelling
through Aranguez, a central transport hub outside the capital city Port of
Spain and near the University of the West Indies (UWI), St Augustine
campus. The larger research project focused on comparing the fear of street
crime and the fear of white-collar crime. This article only focuses on bobol in
Trinidad, as no evidence on bobol was collected for, or from, Tobago. The
data from the interviews was open-coded. The various codes were then
developed to produce sub-themes. Those sub-themes were then worked into
umbrella or major themes, which are discussed later. A colleague at UWI St
Augustine who participated in the original data collection undertook member
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checks of the coding process and the logical progression of codes into
sub-themes to major themes.
Calypsos, semi-structured interviews, political transcripts and newspaper
clippings provide a rich empirical data set through which to discuss bobol-talk
in Trinidadian society in a clear and evocative manner. Using a framework
suggested by Stuart Hall,24 the analysis of these various texts connected with
bobol unpacks evidence of “language in use”, discloses the syncretic context
between colonialism and postcolonialism that reinforces and constructs
meaning, and addresses larger theoretical questions about postcolonialism and
power that reach beyond the immediate empirical remit of this article, such as
the relationship between language, discourse and meaning in the context of
intergenerational behaviour, and how political power today in an independent
postcolonial nation looks like political power in the colonial past.

Language-in-use: Public evidence of “bobol” then and now
Popular culture and media discourses

From public statements in newspapers, court records, calypso lyrics, political
cartoons and local novels, Winer illustrates the existence of bobol from the
early twentieth century to the present as a public languaculture understood
across classes.25 In the Trinidad Guardian on 11 September 1917, we see the
term in popular use: “[The defendant] . . . tried to induce him to be a party
to the theft of two motor-car tyres. The watchman . . . told [the] defendant
that he would not join him in any fraud or, to use his own word, ‘bobol’.”26
The phrase “To use his own word” is also evidence of an emic perspective of
the term. Winer refers to 1960s popular culture discourse concerning state
corruption: “You hear me talking about this new Dam they build. If you
know how much grease-hand and boboll [sic] pass there”,27 suggesting that
for some the state was perceived to be involved in bobol.
The popular culture of calypso in Trinidad has been often described by
researchers as a tool of cultural critique, a form of public shaming and a type
of popular education that has provided commentary on politics in the Caribbean.28 Louis Regis and others have highlighted the power of calypsos in
policing governments and calling out both the colonial and postcolonial
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governments of Trinidad and Tobago for corruption and bobol.29 For example,
the central hook and opening stanza of Atilla the Hun’s 1937 calypso “The
Treasury Scandal” was:
I wonder if is bobol? What dey doing with taxpayers’ money at all?
I wonder if is bobol? What dey doing with taxpayers’ money at all?

Seen through the prism of calypsonian as griot and commentator on local
culture, the phrase “taxpayers’ money” and the name of the calypso – “The
Treasury Scandal” – are a bottom-up view of the existence of state corruption
in 1930s colonial Trinidad.30 According to cultural commentator and social
activist Afra Raymond, the calypso’s outrage
[lay] in the fact that the story came out in bits and pieces and of course, none of the
‘Big-Boys’ was ever jailed, or even charged for that theft. That was a massive amount
of money in the 1930s. Atilla was lamenting the lack of accountability and
transparency in how public money was being managed. The “Treasury Scandal” was
a true episode from the bad-old colonial days of the 1930s, but of course we have
progressed a great deal since then, having achieved Independence, Republican status
and universal education. The problem is that despite the obvious movement forward,
we are witness to yet another “Treasury Scandal”. I am referring to the CLICO
[Colonial Life Insurance Company] bailout, announced in January 2009 and still
ongoing at an anticipated cost of $24bn.31

Short Pants’s calypso “The Law Is an Ass” is evidence from 1979 of the
perception of corruption in the local justice system, which criminologists
suggest is still the case in twenty-first-century Trinidad:32
Don’t care how big
Don’t care how small
The law should be there for all
But the judges making bribe to throw your case outside
Then the law is an ass
If when your case is called no papers at all
Then the law is an ass
If policemen indeed selling and smoking weed
Then the law is an ass
And if the brilliant AG let all these things pass
We know the law is an ass
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Short Pants’s calypso describes the inequality of the justice system. In a
form of postcolonial erasure, two of the main radio stations operating in the
country, fearing repercussions from the Eric Williams-led government at the
time, banned it from their airwaves. The chorus singers contracted to
the calypso tent employing him also refused to sing back-up for this calypso,
suggesting further erasure of his social observations and, perhaps, fear of the
repercussions of his “true” talk.33
Another calypso which centred on the perceived injustice of the local
justice system and in particular the failure to prosecute white-collar criminals
is Luta’s 1992 “Law and Justice”. Luta’s calypso expressed frustration with the
justice system and the disparities regarding social class and punishment of
crimes:
There is no truth in Justice,
no Justice in the Law
The system works for the rich
But it holds no hope for the poor!
The fact is that Law and Justice are two separate entities
So is constant chaos and fighting between these two legal enemies
Big shot coat tail men have no problem
Because they big shot friend could recommend them.
Between you and I
They living a lie
The Jacket and Tie is just mamaguy!34

While bobol is not an explicit word used in the lyrics of these two
calypsos, there is nonetheless recognition that justice is experienced differently
at many societal levels, and the calypsos reflect public discontentment and
aspirations for social justice and change.
Sparrow’s popular calypso from 1982, “We Like It So”, also pivots on the
notion of bobol as an accepted element of local politics:
The northern and southern idol
The two kingpins of bobol

The calypso suggests that the two ethnic parties (the northern and southern
idol) are both good (kingpins) at bobol.
The newspapers of that decade also used the term bobol in matter-of-fact
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ways, as this story from the Trinidad and Tobago Mirror makes clear:
“Controversy surrounds the landing of 3,000 pounds of rejected potatoes . . .
But officials . . . [said] that there was no bobol and corruption involved. They
even denied that the potatoes were being off-loaded.”35 As the officials in
charge of off-loading goods are customs officials, persons employed by the
state, that they might claim there was no unloading, and hence “nothing to
see here”, suggests that state officials can make certain practices, like bobol,
invisible.
In the 1980s, newspaper cartoons like Sweetbread in the Trinidad Express
made jokes about bobol and compared it to labour and work:
“Yeh, ah hear he have ah big house wit swimming pool an’ e have 4 big cars . . .”
“So wot business he in?”
“Bobol!”36

By the twenty-first century – using the content of the three main daily
newspapers and public statements of public figures – bobol might be described
as a ubiquitous part of language-in-use around public and political life in
Trinidad, in print and on social media. For example, a Google search for the
word bobol in local newspaper articles in 2013 quickly pulls up a number of
entries such as Sonya Sanchez, a Carnival designer, who when interviewed by
the Trinidad Guardian on 19 June 2010 told readers, “I married that to the
underhanded nonsense going on in Trinidad and Tobago. Bribery, trickery,
dishonesty, slyness, deceit. All de bobol, comesse and grease han’ skulduggery.”37
Minister of Parliament and current minister of finance Colm Imbert is
quoted saying that there is “Bobol in Priority Bus Route Rail Project”.38
Other newspaper headlines include: “Does There Have to Be Bobol in Everything?”;39 “No Proof of Bobol”;40 and “All the Ingredients for Bobol”.41
These headlines and comments from a selection of national newspapers,
alongside calypsos and popular culture examples, suggest that elites and the
general public today understand and accept in language use a “corruption
continuum”,42 and accept the interchangeability of the word bobol as a
cultural reality ‒ possibly because it frames longstanding syncretic behavioural
logics of political power broadly defined under the conditions and social
structures of colonialism and postcolonialism. As such, bobol might be said
to be a cultural “rich point” that taps deeply into the transhistorical context
of Trinidad.43
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Street talk – Common themes and codes

Alongside the evidence of bobol and the corruption of the state presented in
popular culture and local newspapers, a selection of data from forty-six semistructured interviews with commuters in Aranguez is provided in this section
to flesh out what some people suggested that they understand by the word
bobol.44 From the commuter interviews conducted, bobol was described and
defined in many different ways, including “a bligh”, “eat ah a food”, and
“political corruption”.
In Trinidad and Tobago, contemporary forms of white-collar corruption
range widely from the massive fraud and public mismanagement of CLICO;
the Section 34 (Administration of Justice) act fiasco; the Piarco Airport
Enquiry; the trial and conviction of former prime minister Basdeo Panday
found guilty of the charge of infringing the Integrity in Public Life Act of
1987; and more recently, the arrest of Marlene McDonald, housing minister
in the current PNM government, and her husband who have been charged
with corruption, money laundering and misbehaviour in public office after a
five-year police investigation.45 Everyday low levels of influence such as the
corruption of traffic police officers and passport bribery and fraud also exist
toward the other end. As one interviewee put it,
Sometimes police stop you and tell you, “Yuh break a light”, and they would tell
you give them “so and so money” and I tellin dem, “Oh gosh, I don’t have dat” . . .
If I don’t pass the money to them, I would have to pay $900 in court. They say I
have to give dem something. They do this on weekends to get their liming
[socialising] money. If you don’t pass it, they say go to court cos police not wrong.

In response to the question “Is bobol easy to get away with?”, we captured a
variety of responses. Some were about bobol at state entities, such as, “Then
there is licensing office. You have to pay the driver to make sure you pass [the
test]; you have to pay the instructor. Pay for your licence and get it and done.”
In connection to bobol in the private sector, a woman told us, “Yuh know
wat is bother me and I say is a crime, is dem grocery selling expired goods
and putting ‘buy one, get one free sign’ on the thing and fooling people and
making them think they getting a bargain.” A businessman told us of the
necessity of corruption to his work: “My business life would be affected by
not indulging in white-collar crime.”
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When we asked respondents for examples of bobol as a sociocultural and
normative behaviour, we received a variety of affirmative replies. These
include a man who told us that “Bobol is normal”. Another male respondent
told us, “Bobol takes place every month in Trinidad but we ent know
nothing about it.” A woman responded, “Everything in this country you
have to pass money. People like it, they pay their money and they get things.
This country full of smart people, it is part of the culture. A culture of passing
money.” Another respondent told us, “Bobol take place every day. That is
part of the culture of Trinidad. Yuh cyar get rid of dat. Dem politicians
always hidin tings and only for d’election, the mark does bus. That’s when the
shit hits the fan and everybody know.”
As we had asked respondents if street crime was something that caused
them to be fearful, we also asked respondents if bobol was something they
were scared of. An older man told us, “I fear street crime because that could
hurt and kill you. Bobol don’t kill people.” A woman told us, “Not anybody
is ever afraid of bobol. I just don’t like it. I fear violent crime more because it
can hurt you physically, it could kill you and rape you.” Another woman told
us, “When I go to sleep, it is not the bank I afraid go break into meh house
and rob me. I am more afraid of getting killed, beaten, robbed and raped.”
Another respondent suggested to us that bobol was more than everyday
corruption and akin to white-collar crime; as such, bobol is not mentioned in
the media often: “The media prefer street over violent cause it have more
violence and violence sells more papers. People love blood, man.” He
continued the conversation by telling us,
Big people crime is ignored. Dem politicians and businessmen hold hands and
commit crime. The only type of crime that may be hidden from the public is whitecollar crimes. This is not because of the media but because of the politicians. The
politicians are people trying to protect themselves. The politicians hide any sort of
illegal and corrupt activities.

When another respondent described corruption in Trinidad as “social
mobility” and “our time now” it was reminiscent of de Sardan’s logic of redistributive accumulation through illegal enrichment and nepotism, because it
infers that wealth and power should be shared among close friends and
family.46
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Discussion

Taken as a corpus of responses that were thematically open-coded, the major
themes that emerged from the structured interviews were that bobol was seen
as not violent; respondents in general did not fear it; bobol was seen as
common and easy to get away with; it appeared in some ways to be cultural,
expected and normative. Their responses suggested bobol was political and
did not affect them directly. In these various themes, bobol became less about
everyday behaviour, and more tied to everyday political and elite behaviour.
This stands in contrast to defining bobol as a rebellious political power such
as everyday corruption.
Some respondents may consider it unethical to pay kickbacks in order to
secure a contract, whilst others view it simply as an acceptable way of doing
business. It might be the misuse of funds, bribery, fraud, embezzlement,
favouritism, nepotism or some other illicit act that entails “the use of public
power for private profits in a way that constitutes a breach of law or a
deviation from the norms of society”.47 However, as de Sardan notes, predatory
authority (the idea that persons involved in corruption often see it as a right
and benefit of their office or job) can be described as a pattern from colonial
days and an extension of the ways colonial authorities used their positions in
the context of extortion, arbitrary acts, despotism and racketeering.48
“Tenderpreneurs” today – those opportunistic advisers who cash in on
government contracts – are one equivalent. Another that respondents spoke
about was the 2015 story of the luxury massage chair for the chairwoman of
the Trinidad & Tobago Electricity Commission. The matter was not criminal,
but for some respondents, it was an abuse of power and an upsetting account
of how government officials overstep their authority and how public servants
let them do so (the chair was almost seven times the most expensive chair of
any other ministry and was found at the chairwoman’s home and not office).
In this sense, understanding Trinidad’s historical power struggles is
important in appreciating how white-collar crime is understood, handled
and treated locally. In more general terms, many anthropological monographs
and ethnographies explain why the conventional definitions of corruption
used in Western disciplines are too narrow, “and [are] excessively concerned
with the illegality of practice”. Tone Sissener explains that this is because
“what is seen as corruption varies from one context to another”, and “[g]iven
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such variations, explorations of how the actors themselves evaluate social
practices are required”.49 From a culturally relative vista, the Western legalistic
definition of corruption as breaking the law raises many issues for fieldwork
around the world. These include the variation of laws across nations, the
cultural relativity of judgments of illegality, a lack of objectivity around
corruption, and a lack of historical context in understanding practices deemed
in Western “formal legal-rationality” as corruption.50 For Sissener, anthropology
requires broader definitions of corruption and should
include practices beyond corruption in the strict sense of the word, i.e. nepotism,
abuse of power, embezzlement and various forms of misappropriation, influence
peddling, prevarication, insider trading and abuse of the public purse. This seems
the most satisfactory alternative as it opens up for a more advanced view of the
complexity of social behaviour. Furthermore, it makes an exploration of people’s
own evaluations of their practices possible.51

What might bobol tell us about a postcolonial
corruption complex?

In phenomenological and languaculture52 terms of everyday life, can we say
bobol in Trinidad has come to be a familiar understanding to many of the
“political”? For example, is white-collar crime one end of a range of behavioural
logics and local conditions found in Trinidad? Of course, in the context of
cultural relativity, different societies will produce different levels and forms of
corruption and value them accordingly. This reality does not mean Trinidad
condones corruption or bobol, which is stigmatised and frequently denounced
across classes, ethnicities and genders; and which, at its most extreme, at the
vehicle licensing office or with building codes, actually kills people and
destroys lives. Nor is it meant to dilute the discussion of corruption in this
article from one that recognises the structures and social context of racial
capitalism to one focused on behavioural culturalism.53 Rather, the suggestion
is that, much like de Sardan found elsewhere, bobol as corruption in Trinidad
covers a vast range of activities and behavioural logics from elite corruption
to everyday corruption. Local postcolonial structures merged and blended
with the conditions bequeathed by colonialism in specific ways in Trinidad,
ways that share an affinal relationship to other ‘postcolonial’ situations, and
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postcolonial nations like Trinidad and Tobago provide a favourable terrain
for corruption in everyday, banal and familiar situations.54
Understood through the three types of texts provided (newspapers, calypsos,
and interviews) and also connected cross-culturally to other ethnographic
investigations, and as a sociological ‘phenomenon’ in Trinidad, bobol appears
in emic terms to be longstanding, well-known, common, hidden, cultural,
about power, expected, efficient, legitimate, humanising; includes elements
of favouritism, nepotism and clientelism; and cuts across class, race and
ethnic groupings. Bobol as such is local knowledge with a long, transhistorical
back-story and sociological context and involves the various logics mentioned
by de Sardan, including white-collar crimes. It is not simple culturalism. On
another level we might also suggest bobol as James Scott’s “metis” or a type of
“practical knowledge”55 that accompanies “the revolution of rising expectations”
typical of emerging nations, expectations which can never be fulfilled.56
Bobol as socio-culturally embedded discourse

Jean Comaroff and John Comaroff suggest that the criminological encounter
of colonialism and then imperialism needs to be understood not just in
cultural terms but also in economic and political ones.57 For example, the
European bureaucracy, with its institutions, courts, papers, contracts, agents
and the many other features that we might say accompany Western democracy,
was forced onto colonial subjects as the path to universal progress. This, of
course, hid the self-justifying nature of the colonial project under progressive
terms and, no doubt, concealed poorly the central function of the colonial
state: to protect the wealth and status of colonials – a distinctly corrupt
political and economic project.
Previously, persons outside the ex-colonial sphere did not often describe
imperialism as being criminal – an omission Foucault might stress is a
function of power standing in for truth.58 Yet, looking at colonialism from
the bottom up in an anti-colonial reading, we can suggest colonialism as a
form and type of bobol that was then replaced by more bobol in postcolonialism,
before it was neatly smoothed over by more bobol that continues today
under neo-colonialism.59
This bottom-up reading feeds into wider ideas about development in the
Caribbean. In the Caribbean it was slavery and colonialism (1600s–1940s)
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that ‘seasoned’ the population for racial capitalism.60 It was colonialism that
accumulated by dispossessing and pauperising a majority of the populations.
It was slavery and a “racial social contract” (racial liberalism) that historically
created and structured the social hierarchies and injustices of the society.61 It
was slavery, colonialism and imperial exploitation that prepared and developed
its institutions (political, educational and social), its social classes, its
bureaucracy, its courts, and its culture, for the growth of a society that would,
in comparison to parts of Europe and the US, always be exploited and whose
history could be forgotten.62
Sold as nationalist sovereignty and self-determination to both elites and
the masses, postcolonialism in this light was an economic and cultural
movement involving the socioeconomic assimilation and class consolidation
of indigenous colonial elites and local masses in the successful expansion of
racial capitalism.63 It was the era before and after Independence in which
foreign elites were replaced by local ones, such as the “Afro- and IndoSaxons” in Trinidad, and the former colonial powers managed to export their
internal problem and conflict between rich and poor “from the national to
the international stage”.64 It was a period of “creole nationalism” where the
politics, beliefs and political economy of former colonial masters and the
continued salience in the postcolonial era of the racial hierarchies and
ideology/culture/structures of white supremacy produced in the original
colonial encounter needed to be redressed.65 But the postcolonial era failed to
redress the violent legacies, both symbolic and real, of colonialism, and also
inscribed within the foundations and institutions of national self-determination
a cultural logic of racism and culturalism tied to transnational forms of
wealth creation and socioeconomic class and gender inequalities.66 As such,
there is substantial continuity between the eras, with a relationship of
domination and subordination maintained through control of the international
marketplace, culture industries, the bureaucracy, and local political leaders
educated in and by the metropole.67
Through institutions such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF),
World Trade Organization (WTO) and World Bank, and agreements like the
recent Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) with the European Union
(EU), neo-colonialism maintains and extends global economic and social
inequality in present ex-colonies and into their future.68 As Kwame Nkrumah
put it fifty years ago, “The essence of neo-colonialism is that the State which
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is subject to it is, in theory, independent and has all the outward trappings of
international sovereignty. In reality its economic system and thus its political
policy is directed from outside.”69
Another way to describe these historical shifts is that emergent countries
desired national development and the increases in wealth meant to go with it.
They tried to replace the colonial state with indigenous rule, however they
often failed for a variety of reasons, including a lack of consensus and
destablisation by foreign governments like the US and Britain.70 As such,
newly emergent nations were mostly left with the racialised and corrupt
apparatus of the colonial state as the foundation of the postcolonial state and
unable to change it.
The Enlightenment as bobol

Yes, clearly political and everyday corruption is real – and obviously not just
in Trinidad – but another theoretical take-away from this exploration of
bobol is that political culture as socio-economic structure can and does seep
into everyday culture and social action, both as a frame of reference and as a
cultural response of behaviour and expression. Is this Rousseau’s “General
Will”? That corruption by the powerful is expected, and often repeated by
those less powerful? From a bottom-up, Caribbean perspective, an anticolonial perspective, we could say yes, although for Rousseau, the general will
was meant to be virtuous, getting and ensuring the best for the common
human good.71 Yet, in places unlike Scotland, or Europe, places ontologically
distinct, perhaps bobol became part of languaculture and the general will
because of the circumstances of the emergence of Caribbean nation-states.
If the notion of corruption and the various forms of occupational criminality are
disabused of the immoral connotations, both corruption and politicisation can be
seen as functional for the crystallisation of a postcolonial system of rule. Short of
revolutionary changes (e.g., Cuba), corruption and politicisation of public
institutions are functionally imperative for the transformation of inherited colonial
institutions in Third World societies.72

One interpretation of Rousseau, according to Sharon Vaughan, is that he
believed to a large degree that individuals become what their governments
make them. In this sense, corrupt governments would normalise the expectation
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of corruption, and language and discourse would accompany this.73 While
critiques of Rousseau’s ideas form a substantial culture industry and many
thinkers submit that his ideas were simply conjecture, his intellectualism in
both Discourse on Inequality and The Social Contract are still useful explanatory
devices with which to understand and explicate bobol in Trinidad.74 For
Rousseau, society, the state and government are inventions produced by
man’s own activities; inventions that ultimately corrupt and deny him a prior
form of goodness. As John Plamenatz notes of Rousseau, it is impossible to
go back to a time and society less sophisticated than the one he or even we
ourselves live in, as we have come too far. As such we must focus on the
corruption found inherently in modernity and begin to explore the relationship
between political culture and the social which makes it so potent.75
So bobol, we might venture, begins in Trinidad as an enterprise and
practice of colonial elites perceived by and represented in language by nonelites. As such, bobol as a behavioural logic is embedded in the colonial state
and becomes, in the move to postcolonialism, a part of the emergent
dysfunctional postcolonial state and one of a number of various behavioural
logics within a corruption complex that are spoken about. As such, bobol
represents a more general practice and language-in-use that many in the
society can access when needed; a way of getting business done, and understanding how business gets done, in a demographically small place, with all
the dangers that corruption can pose for all members of a society.
Final thoughts

It is worth pointing out that it is quite simplistic to so easily suggest, much
like Rousseau once did, that white-collar criminality in the past is the reason
for present-day forms of corruption. Nonetheless, in line with de Sardan, the
thesis is still tenable that in postcolonial societies morally and ethically
bankrupt elites both during and after colonialism did, on some level, pattern
behavioural logics and a culture of politics that, over time, fed into the wider
social structures and society. Of course, this is not a strict causal connection.
But much like de Sardan in his study of corruption in Africa, we can say the
relationship in Trinidad between white-collar crime in the past and everyday
corruption today is a syncretic one. And this syncretism of colonialism, postcolonialism and pre-colonial realities is productively understood when we
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talk about corruption as a transhistorical phenomenon embedded culturally
in colonialism. Corruption, at both the state level and the everyday level, was
part of colonialism’s imperial design; and then the ‘mamaguy’ of post-(neo)colonial national sovereignty and self-determination.76
Using three types of texts – semi-structured interviews, newspaper articles
and calypso lyrics – alongside participant observation and contextual cultural
analysis, this article explored, theoretically, bobol as a technique of social and
political power. Thinking about colonialism, postcolonialism and neocolonialism as part of a larger transhistorical corruption complex tied to
racial capitalism, with both structural and cultural elements, provided a space
to think about the role played by bobol-talk and discourse in the intergenerational
persistence of corruption in Trinidad under capitalism. Culture, in reaction
to socio-economic realities, will, to a degree, develop behavioural logics,
language and discourse to make social action more efficient. This suggests
that more than simply concentrating on individuals committing corrupt acts
– although that is the central way corruption happens, and is of course an
important focus – corruption should also be analysed culturally as a symptom
and longstanding syncretic outcome produced by racial capitalism. CQ
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